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Abstract
Each process that controls the functioning of our genome is carried out by tens of

proteins that cooperate in time and space. Examples are transcription initiation,

replication machines and DNA repair systems. Remarkably little in known about how

such complex systems are assembled and function in the living cell. Therefore, we

have carried out a detailed analysis of the kinetics of the nucleotide excision repair

(NER) system in living cells, which is responsible for the removal of UV-induced DNA

lesions. Results have been integrated in a comprehensive, quantitative and predictive

model, which describes the kinetics of DNA repair in terms of the joint action of seven

repair factors and involves six enzymatic steps. The model gives novel and detailed

insight into DNA repair complex assembly and functioning. Among others, we show

that all proteins in chromatin-associated complexes rapidly exchange with soluble

pools in the nucleus, making the formation of a functional multi-protein complex a

time-consuming process. Kinetic proofreading seems essential to drive the repair

process to completion. Since NER is considered a paradigm for other chromatin-

associated processes, results can be extended to other systems in the nucleus.

Introduction
Nucleotide excision repair (NER) is a versatile DNA repair pathway that removes a

variety of helix-distorting lesion from the genome. Placental mammals fully rely on

NER for the removal of UV-induced DNAdamage such as 6-4 photoproducts (6-4PP)

and cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD) (de Laat et al., 1999; Friedberg, 2001;

Hoeijmakers, 2001). NER requires the coordinated action of ~25 polypeptides that

assemble and disassemble onto the chromatin fiber and mediate removal of UV-

induced DNA lesions (Aboussekhra et al., 1995; Park and Choi, 2006). The general

mechanism of NER involves damage recognition, DNAunwinding, excision of a ~30

nucleotides long single-stranded DNA fragment containing the damage and re-

synthesis of the generated gap by the replication machinery (de Laat et al., 1999).

Lesions in actively transcribed genes are removed by a specialized NER pathway

known as transcription-coupled NER (TCR), in which stalled RNApolymerase II is the

damage recognition signal (Bohr et al., 1985; Mellon et al., 1987). The TCR-specific

proteins CSAand CSB play an important role in the initiation of this NER sub-pathway

(Fousteri et al., 2006). The majority of lesions, however, are removed by global genome

NER (GGR) that removes damages throughout the genome. Damage recognition in

GGR is carried out by XPC-HR23B in concert with the UV-DDB complex (Sugasawa

et al., 1998; Tang et al., 2000). Binding of XPC to damaged DNA triggers the

recruitment of the ten-subunit TFIIH complex that utilizes its helicase activity to locally

unwind the DNAsurrounding the lesion (Coin et al., 2007). The locally unwound DNA

is further stabilized by RPA, XPA and the 3’ endonuclease XPG (Evans et al., 1997b).

In the partially unwound state, XPA associates with the DNA lesion, RPA binds to the

DNA strand opposite to the damage and XPG stabilizes the emerging repair complex
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and carries out the 3’ incision (Camenisch et al., 2007; de Laat et al., 1998b; Evans et

al., 1997b). Then endonuclease ERCC1/XPF is recruited to the pre-incision complex

and carries out the 5’ incision resulting in excision of the DNA-lesion (Park and Choi,

2006; Wakasugi and Sancar, 1999). DNA pol δ is subsequently loaded by PCNA to

fill in the generated gap, which is sealed by LigIII-XRCCI to complete repair (Essers

et al., 2005; Hoeijmakers, 2001; Moser et al., 2007). The requirements for individual

NER factors to assemble onto lesions are well established based on the analysis of

mutant cell lines. For example, XPC binding is strictly required for the recruitment of

all subsequent repair factors in GGR and open complex formation is needed for the

efficient recruitment of XPG and ERCC1/XPF (Moné et al., 2004; Volker et al., 2001;

Zotter et al., 2006). Recruitment of repair synthesis factor PCNA and chromatin

restoration factor CAF1 depends on dual incision (Essers et al., 2005; Green and

Almouzni, 2003). Several cartoon models for NER have been proposed in which repair

factors bind seemingly irreversibly until repair is completed followed by the

simultaneous release of all NER proteins (Riedl et al., 2003; Volker et al., 2001).

Studies on other chromatin-associated processes have indicated that transcription

factors and other chromatin-associated proteins exchange rapidly between the bound

and free diffusing state. Previous studies on individual NER proteins have shown that

repair factors transiently interact with chromatin in vivo (Hoogstraten et al., 2002;

Houtsmuller et al., 1999; Rademakers et al., 2003; Zotter et al., 2006), but

understanding of the precise choreography of NER factors during repair in living cells

is currently lacking. Moreover, little is know about how binding properties of repair

proteins change during the course of repair, the rate of the enzymatic reactions during

NER and the efficiency of repair complex assembly. Current cartoon models for NER

do not explain the dynamic behaviour of this versatile repair system in living cells. In

this study, we have systematically analyzed several kinetic parameters of GFP-tagged

core NER factors during the repair process in living cells. We show that different NER

proteins associate with the DNA lesion with remarkably different binding kinetics.

NER proteins continuously and rapidly exchange between the bound and freely

diffusing state. To monitor progression of the repair process in time, we have measured

the levels of bound NER proteins for several hours following UV irradiation. Based on

these and previous quantitative in vivo data, we have developed a comprehensive

kinetic model for NER, which quantitatively reproduces many aspects of the repair

process in vivo. The model indicates that the NER process progresses through a

sequential set of intermediates separated by in practice irreversible enzymatic steps,

including unwinding, incision and DNA synthesis. Repair proteins assemble in a

stochastic fashion on each intermediate until a catalytically active complex is formed

that allows progression to the next repair intermediate. Using this model, we explore

the dynamic behaviour and properties of the NER system to gain detailed insight into

how it operates in vivo. Among others, the model reveals that the assembly of the

repair complex is remarkably slow, since more than 99% of the repair time is spent on
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NER complex formation. Our approach provides detailed insight into the kinetic

properties of NER in vivo and unravels the complex choreography of this repair

process, which is a paradigm for other chromatin-associated processes.

Results

Approach: quantitative in vivo measurements and kinetic modelling

To understand the molecular mechanism of NER in living cells we have systematically

measured kinetic parameters of several fluorescent protein (FP)-tagged repair proteins,

in living human fibroblasts or CHO cells, such as assembly rates of the NER complex

immediately after induction of UV damage, dissociation kinetics and levels of bound

NER factors as repair progresses. Based on these and previous quantitative

measurements (Hoogstraten et al., 2002; Houtsmuller et al., 1999; Politi et al., 2005;

Rademakers et al., 2003; Zotter et al., 2006), we have developed a comprehensive

kinetic model for NER that is based on (i) irreversible enzymatic reactions that result

in different repair intermediates (e.g. unwound DNA and incised DNA) and (ii)

reversible binding of NER proteins to different repair intermediates. Six different repair

intermediates are considered based on previous experiments (Evans et al., 1997a; Mu

et al., 1997; Riedl et al., 2003; Shivji et al., 1995) (Fig. 4): damaged DNA (Ddam),

partially unwound DNA (D*), fully unwound DNA (D+), incised DNA (Din), re-

synthesized DNA (Dsynth) and chromatinized DNA (Dchrom). The stepwise formation of

these 6 repair intermediates by irreversible enzymatic reactions is a concept that is

useful to interpret the in vivo measurements. Moreover, this concept is the basis for a

comprehensive kinetic model that quantitatively reproduces many aspects of NER in

vivo. To verify and improve the model we have measured kinetics of repair proteins

in various NER-deficient cell lines, as well in the presence of repair synthesis

inhibitors. The model is interrogated to obtain detailed insight into the in vivo

functioning of this chromatin-associated process.

Estimating the concentration of DNA damage sites following local UV irradiation

Measurements of UV-induced DNA lesions produced in naked DNA and in E. coli

genomic DNAhave suggested that the amount of lesions increases linearly with the UV

dose (Chandrasekhar and Van Houten, 2000; Kuluncsics et al., 1999). However, similar

measurements on chromatinized DNA in mammalian cells have yielded conflicting

results (Perdiz et al., 2000; van Hoffen et al., 1995). Because the concentration of DNA

lesions is an important parameter, we have carried out experiments to estimate the

concentration of DNA lesions produced under our experimental conditions. Since the

bound fraction of repair proteins depends on the concentration of DNA lesions in the

cell, we have studied the behaviour of GFP-tagged repair proteins at different UV

fluencies and by irradiating areas of different size of cell nuclei. The amount of XPG-

GFP (Zotter et al., 2006) in CHO cells that were locally irradiated through 5 μm pores
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did not increase significantly between 100 and 200 J.m-2 and was never more than

~10% of the XPG pool (Fig. 1A). Similar results were obtained with several other

repair proteins, showing that NER appears to saturate under these conditions (data not

shown). Two hypotheses could explain these results: (i) the amount of damages

increases with the UV dose and one or more of the involved proteins become limiting

for repair (Politi et al., 2005), or (ii) the amount of induced damage saturates at UV

doses over 100 J.m-2. To test the two hypotheses, cells were irradiated at 100 J.m-2

using 3, 5 and 8 μm pores (corresponding to irradiated areas of 7, 20, and 50 µm2,

respectively; Fig. 1C). In the presence of a limiting factor, we expect no increase in the

bound fraction for different irradiated areas. However, we found that the amount of

XPG involved in repair increased linearly with the irradiated surface and exceeded the

10% of the XPG pool (4.7%, 9.1% and 21.8%; Fig. 1B). These results are in agreement

with the second hypothesis: none of the NER proteins becomes limiting under our

experimental conditions and the amount of DNA lesions saturates at higher UV dose.

We estimate (based on data of (Perdiz et al., 2000)) that local UV irradiation at 100

J.m-2 through 5 μm pores (our standard condition) introduces approximately 5.104

6-4 PPs (Fig 1D), corresponding to a nuclear concentration of about 0.3 μM.

The kinetics of NER proteins recruitment to damaged DNA

We have previously established a novel method to measure assembly of the NER

complex in living cells immediately following local UV-C irradiation (Moné et al.,

2004). The initial slope of the measured binding curves is indicative of the rate of

assembly of repair complexes. Employing this method, we measured the assembly
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Fig 1. Estimation of the

amount of 6-4 PPs under ex-

perimental conditions. A)

UV-C dose (in J.m-2) res-

ponse curve (measured in %

of protein bound in the

locally irradiated area) of

UV135 cells expressing

XPG-EGFP locally

irradiated through 5 μm

irradiated at UV-C fluencies

ranging from 50 – 200

J.m-2. B) Quantification of

percentage of XPG-EGFP

bound following local UV-C

irradiation at 100 J.m-2 using

pores of 3, 5 or 8 μm. C)

Representative images of

XPG-EGFP cells locally

irradiated at 100 J.m-2 using

3, 5 or 8 μm. D) Estimate of

the amount of 6-4 PPs

produced at different UV fluencies (including experimental conditions employed in this study) based on

extrapolation of data by Perdiz and co-workers (Perdiz et al., 2000).



kinetics for ERCC1-GFP (t1/2 ~ 65) and TFIIH-EGFP (t1/2 ~ 113s) and showed that

the incorporation of both proteins in repair complexes occurs with similar rates (~20-

30 molecules/s) on UV-damaged chromatin (Moné et al., 2004). To extend this

analysis, we have measured the assembly kinetics of XPC-EGFP, XPG-EGFP and

EGFP-XPA in human cells (Fig. 2A). All three GFP-tagged NER proteins are stably

expressed in NER-deficient cells at levels similar to wild-type levels (Hoogstraten et

al., 2003; Politi et al., 2005; Rademakers et al., 2003; Zotter et al., 2006). Binding of

XPC-EGFP and XPG-EGFP started immediately after local UV-C irradiation at 100

J.m-2 through 5 µm pores and reached a maximumwithin 10 minutes with a t1/2 of 100
and 200 seconds, respectively (Fig 2B). Surprisingly, binding of XPAwas considerably

slower and reached a maximum only after 1 hour with a t1/2 of 600 seconds (Fig 2B).
Given that the concentrations of XPC (3.104 molecules per cell), XPG (8.104 molecules

per cell) and XPA (2.105 molecules per cell) are different (Araujo et al., 2001), which

was confirmed by flow cytometry (data not shown) and western blot analysis

(Hoogstraten et al., 2003; Rademakers et al., 2003; Zotter et al., 2006), we estimate that

the assembly rate of all three proteins is ~15 molecules/s, which is in the same range

as previously reported for TFIIH and ERCC1 (Moné et al., 2004).

Our experiments revealed that the maximal level of bound XPA and its t1/2 of

association are considerably higher than those of XPC and XPG (Fig 2B). This

prompted us to investigate how the amount of bound NER factors changes during the

time period in which the majority of 6-4 PPs are removed (van Hoffen et al., 1995). To

this aim, we locally irradiated cells at 100 J.m-2 through 5 µm pores and monitored the

level of bound protein during 5 hours after UV irradiation.After reaching a maximum,

the bound XPC-EGFP and XPG-EGFP levels gradually decreased with a t1/2 of ~1
hour (Fig 2B).A similar decrease in bound ERCC1-GFP (t1/2 ~ 1 hr) has been described
elsewhere (Politi et al., 2005). In contrast, the bound level of EGFP-XPA stayed high

for a considerable longer time (t1/2 ~ 2.5 hr) and decreased to background levels only

after about five hours (Fig. 2B). It should be noted that the levels of bound repair

proteins never fully returns to zero on the time-scale of a few hours, possibly reflecting

repair complexes that are assembled on slowly repaired CPDs. In addition to several

pre-incision NER proteins, we also monitored the bound levels of repair synthesis

protein EGFP-PCNA (Essers et al., 2005) and EGFP-RPA (Gourdin and Vermeulen,

unpublished) during 5 hours. The levels of bound EGFP-PCNA and EGFP-RPA

continued to increase for several hours and reached a maximum with a t1/2 of over 1
hr (Fig. 2C and not shown). PCNAand RPAbound levels did not decrease significantly

within 9 hrs following UV irradiation (Fig. 2B).

These results show that, although NER proteins incorporate in nascent NER complexes

with similar initial rates, the overall kinetics of pre-incision protein XPC, XPG, and

ERCC1 is remarkably different from that of XPA, RPA and PCNA. The maximal
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amount of bound XPC, XPG and ERCC1 is reached ~10 min after irradiation, whereas

the maximal amount of bound PCNA and RPA is reached much later (after 4 hrs).
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Fig 2. Levels of bound NER proteins during several hours after UV irradiation. A) Representative

examples of cells expressing XPG-EGFP, EGFP-XPA and EGFP-PCNA at various time-points after

local UV irradiation at 100 J.m-2 using 5 μm pores. B) Quantification of levels of bound XPC-EGFP,

XPG-EGFP and EGFP-XPA during 5 hours following local irradiation. The curves are normalized to

absolute number of proteins given by the bound fraction (%) times the nuclear amount (in molecules)

of these repair factors as measured previously (see table 3 and Araujo et al., 2001). C) Quantification

of levels of bound of EGFP-PCNA during 5 hours following local irradiation, normalized to 1.



XPA displays intermediate behaviour and the maximal amount of bound XPA is

reached after ~ 1 hr. Furthermore, the bound level of XPC, XPG, and ERCC1 returned

to background level within 1hr after damage induction, XPA required more than two

times longer, whereas PCNA and RPAwere still bound to DNA after 9 hr. As we will

show later, this remarkable behaviour of NER proteins can be fully resolved within

the framework of the kinetic model.

Dissociation kinetics of NER proteins

The core NER factors are engaged in repair for several hours following UV irradiation.

This is a highly dynamic process in which NER proteins continuously exchange

between the bound and free diffusing state. To gain insight into the rate at which NER

proteins exchange, we determined dissociation kinetics of NER proteins from locally

damaged sites using FLIP (Fig 3A; Luijsterburg et al., 2007). Dissociation of EGFP-

tagged pre-incision proteins XPC, TFIIH, XPG, XPA, RPA and ERCC1/XPF from

repair complexes was complete on a minute time-scale and we determined dissociation

half-times (t1/2) of 20s (RPA), 25s (XPC), 50s (TFIIH, XPG, ERCC1/XPF) and 80 s

(XPA) (Fig 3B). These results reveal that all pre-incision factors exchange rapidly

between the bound and freely diffusing state and are incorporated only shortly in repair

complexes. Curve fitting showed that dissociation of RPA, XPG and ERCC1 is

mono-exponential and that dissociation of XPC (t1/2 of 9s and 50s) and XPA (t1/2 of
52s and 190s) is biphasic, suggesting that at least two distinct dissociation rates

contribute to the measured dissociation kinetics. Dissociation kinetics of repair

synthesis factor PCNAdisplayed strong biphasic behaviour with a t1/2 of 10s and 225s
for each component, which is in agreement with previous measurements (Fig. 3C)

(Essers et al., 2005). These results show that various NER factors dissociate with

different kinetics from repair complexes: XPC and RPA dissociation is two to three-

fold-fold faster than that of TFIIH, XPG and ERCC1, whereas dissociation of XPA is

almost two-fold slower. PCNA dissociation is 5 to 10-fold slower than that of pre-

incision proteins. These differences in dissociation kinetics are likely to reflect the

affinity of NER proteins for different repair intermediates or emerging repair

complexes. To understand for which repair intermediates NER proteins have affinity,

we analyzed dissociation kinetics of NER factors in various mutant cell lines and in the

presence of drugs that inhibit DNA repair synthesis. Both approaches block the

formation of specific repair intermediates, which allows us to test whether NER factors

have affinity for these intermediates.

XPC affinity is lowered upon full pre-incision complex formation

Several studies have suggested that the affinity of XPC for repair complexes is lowered

by the association of a specific NER factor (for example XPG) or by DNAunwinding

(open complex formation) favouring dissociation of XPC (Riedl et al., 2003; Tapias et

al., 2004). To investigate if the dissociation rate of XPC depends on open complex
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formation or specific NER factors such as XPG, we have tagged XPC with the YFP

variant mVenus (Kremers et al., 2006) and transiently expressed the fusion protein in

various NER-deficient human and CHO cell lines and subsequently tested if the

dissociation kinetics of XPC is changed. We specifically compared cells that are

deficient and proficient in open complex formation (such as XP-B and XP-F cells,

respectively) and cells lacking functional XPG. Dissociation kinetics of XPC from

locally UV-irradiated sites when XPC binding had reached its maximum was ~4-fold

slower (t1/2 ~ 100s) in cells with mutations in XPB, XPA and XPG compared to wild

type cells (t1/2 ~ 25s; Fig 3E). Biochemical studies have shown that these proteins are

essential for open complex formation in contrast to ERCC1/XPF, which is not required

(Evans et al., 1997b). Similar slow XPC dissociation kinetics was measured in cells

with compromised ERCC1 or XPF proteins (Fig 3E), which are proficient in open

complex formation (Evans et al., 1997b). These results suggest that the affinity of XPC

is not lowered following open complex formation or by the association of a specific

NER protein. Our results are consistent with a scenario in which the affinity of XPC

is lowered after dual incision, or at least until a full pre-incision complex is assembled.

Consequently, we conclude that in addition to damaged DNA, XPC binds reversibly

to the complexes associated to unwound and incised DNA (Fig 4).
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Fig 3. Dissociation ki-

netics of NER

proteins.A) Represen-

tative examples of

cells expressing

EGFP-XPA and

EGFP-PCNA after

local irradiation,

which are continuou-

sly bleached opposite

to the local damage

until all fluorescent

molecules are blea-

ched. B) Quantifica-

tion of FLIP

experiments on locally

irradiated cells expres-

sing XPC-EGFP,

XPG-EGFP, EGFP-

XPA, RPA-EGFP and

ERCC1-GFP, which is

a measure for the dis-

sociation kinetics of

the investigated pro-

teins. Quantification

of FLIP experiments

in the absence or pre-

sence of HU andAraC on locally irradiated cells expressing C) EGFP-PCNAand D) EGFP-XPAor ERCC1-

GFP. E) Quantification of FLIP experiments on XPC-mVenus expressed in various locally irradiated

NER-deficient CHO and human cell lines (see material and methods for details on the cells).



XPA has affinity for repair-synthesis intermediates

The high levels of bound XPA several hours after UV irradiation after the levels of

bound XPC, XPG and ERCC1 have returned close to background levels, prompted us

to investigate whether XPA is bound to repair intermediates to which XPC, TFIIH,

XPG and ERCC1/XPF are not bound. Given that XPA strongly binds RPA, which is

involved in DNA repair synthesis (Li et al., 1995a; Shivji et al., 1995), we determined

whether XPAhas an affinity for repair intermediates in the DNArepair synthesis stage,

i.e. late in the repair process. To this end, we measured dissociation kinetics of several

pre-incision factors and of PCNA in the presence of DNAsynthesis inhibitors hydroxy-

urea (HU) and cytosine-β-arabinofuranoside (AraC). Both drugs strongly inhibit repair-

patch synthesis and subsequent ligation following UV irradiation (Mullenders et al.,

1987; Smith and Okumoto, 1984). Cells were treated with drugs for 30 min about 1 hr

after local UV irradiation, after which dissociation kinetics were measured by FLIP

(Luijsterburg et al., 2007). EGFP-PCNA dissociation was significantly slowed down

in the presence of synthesis inhibitors (Fig 3C), consistent with its participation in re-

pair synthesis (Shivji et al., 1995) and binding to incised DNA. Treatment of cells

expressing XPC-EGFP (data not shown) or ERCC1-EGFP (Fig 3D) with HU andAraC

did not result in a detectable change in dissociation kinetics of these proteins. In

contrast, EGFP-XPAdissociation became significantly faster when DNAsynthesis was

inhibited (Fig 3D). Curve fitting showed that the biphasic dissociation kinetics of XPA

(t1/2 of 52s and 190s) in untreated cells became mono-exponential (t1/2 of 40s) upon
treatment with HU and AraC, suggesting that the slower dissociation reaction occurs

after repair synthesis and the faster one before. These results suggest that, in contrast

to the other pre-incision proteins, XPAhas an affinity for repair synthesis intermediates,

possibly through the interaction between XPA and RPA (Li et al., 1995a; Moser et al.,

2007). It also shows that XPA has a different affinity for repair intermediates before

repair synthesis compared to after repair synthesis. In agreement with these findings,

chromatin immuno-precipitation experiments using antibodies against the late NER

protein XRCCI , which forms a complex with Lig III, pulled down RPA and XPA but

not XPC or TFIIH, supporting the idea that XPA binds to repair intermediates after

repair DNA synthesis (Moser et al., 2007). Consequently, we conclude that RPA,

PCNA and XPA bind reversibly to the intermediate characterized by re-synthesized

DNA, but that the other pre-incision proteins have no affinity for re-synthesized DNA

(Fig 4).

Description of the kinetic model
Based on the above and other quantitative in vivo measurements (Moné et al., 2004),

we have developed a mechanistic kinetic model for mammalian NER. The model only

considers GGR and not TCR, since the contribution of the latter pathway to the total

NER activity in cells after UV irradiation is less than 1% (Moné et al., 2004). Below

we first outline the overall structure of the model. Its framework is formed of six repair
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intermediates, characterized by six different states of the DNAduring the repair process

(indicated by the green boxes in Fig. 4; table 1). The transition between repair inter-

mediates is mediated by enzymatic steps (red arrows in Fig. 4; table 1). Because these

steps are essentially irreversible, they in principle drive the repair process to

completion. Each enzymatic step can occur only after the correct complement of

proteins is assembled on the DNA (the proteins indicated in the box corresponding to

each intermediate).

Box I: formation of the DNA-XPC-TFIIH complex

NER is initiated by the binding of XPC to lesions and subsequent recruitment of TFIIH

(Box I; (Volker et al., 2001; Yokoi et al., 2000)). Although RPA and XPA have been

suggested to initiate NER (Wakasugi and Sancar, 1999), this is not supported by in

vivo experiments (Rademakers et al., 2003; Volker et al., 2001). The time-dependent

changes in the concentration of free damage ([Ddam]), XPC bound to damage ([DdamC])

and XPC and TFIIH bound to damage ([DdamCT]) can be described by (notations are
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Fig 4. Framework of the kinetic model for NER. The framework for NER consists of six repair

intermediates (represented by green boxes) and irreversible enzymatic steps (indicated by red arrows).

The notations used in the model, such as abbreviation of proteins and symbols for enzymatic reactions

are given in table 1. For details, see the main text.



given in table 1 and 2):

The Ddam-XPC-TFIIH complex is able to partially unwind the DNA (reaction α)

resulting in D*-XPC-TFIIH (Evans et al., 1997b). Unwinding of DNA is reversible

and if unwound DNA is devoid of any proteins it will re-anneal back to damaged DNA

via reactions ε1 and ε2.

Box II: formation of a partially unwound DNA

Box II represent the partially unwound repair intermediate (Fig 4), to which repair

proteins XPG, XPA and RPA, as well as XPC and TFIIH, bind reversibly. All proteins

bind and dissociate independently,

except for ERCC1/XPF, which

can only bind to repair complexes

that contain XPA, consistent with

data from intact cells (Volker et

al., 2001). In contrast to the

sequential binding of XPC and

TFIIH to damaged DNA (Ddam),

we assume random complex

assembly on unwound DNA. In

agreement, pre-melted lesions are

repaired without XPC, showing

that XPC is not strictly required

for the binding of subsequent

NER proteins (Mu and Sancar,

1997). However, XPC is strictly

required to produce the partially

unwound repair intermediate in

the first place, to which sub

sequent NER factors can bind.

This explains why binding of all

NER proteins depends on XPC in
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(2)

(3)

Table 1. Notations for proteins, intermediates and enzymatic

reactions. This table lists abbreviations for repair proteins and

repair intermediates and symbols for enzymatic reactions used

in this study.

Proteins

C XPC

T TFIIH

G XPG

A XPA

F ERCC1-XPF

R RPA

P PCNA

Enzymatic recations

α initial unwinding

α' full inwinding

β dual incision

γ repair synthesis

δ re-chromatinization

ε1 re-annealing partially unwound DNA

ε2 re-annealing fully unwound DNA

Repair intermediate

Box I: Ddam damaged DNA

Box II: D* partially unwound DNA (~8 nt)

Box III: D+ fully unwound DNA (~30 nt)

Box IV: Din incized DNA

Box V: Dsynth re-synthesized DNA

Box VI: Dchrom re-chromatinzed DNA



vivo (Rademakers et al., 2003; Volker et al., 2001). Box II represents 48 different states,

i.e. 47 different protein assembly states and naked partially unwound DNA. The

rationale is that 6 protein can theoretically be assembled on D* (26 states), however,

this number is reduced (with 24) to 48 states (26 - 24) since ERCC1-XPF only binds

complexes containing XPA. Unwinding of DNA is in principle reversible and if the

DNA is devoid of any protein (such as D* in box II and D+ in box III) it will re-anneal

back to Ddam (Box I).We consider two possible re-annealing reactions: ε1 (from D*) and

ε2 (from D+). Differential equations similar to the ones shown in equations (1) through

(3) are obtained for the time-dependent changes in concentration of all possible DNA

states.

Box III: fully unwound DNA

We assume a two-step unwinding model as suggested by Evans et al. (Evans et al.,

1997b). Full unwinding was shown to require XPC, RPA, XPA, XPG, but not

ERCC1/XPF. Likewise, in the model full unwinding (reaction α’) occurs when XPC-

TFIIH-XPG-XPA-RPAare present simultaneously. In the fully unwound state (D+; box

III), we again assume reversible and mutually independent association-dissociation of

the pre-incision factors XPC, TFIIH, XPG, XPA, RPA, whereas ERCC1/XPF again

only binds to complexes containing XPA. Hence, box III represents 47 protein
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Specific notations (1-3)

[Ddam] Concentration of damaged DNA (μM)

kon
c On-rate constant of XPC (μM-1.s-1)

[C] Free concentration of XPC

Koff
c Off-rate constant of XPC (s-1)

[DdamC] Concentration of damaged DNA bound by XPC (μM)

koff
t Off-rate constant of TFIIH (s-1)

[DdamCT] Concentration of damaged DNA bound by XPC and TFIIH (μM)

kon
t On-rate constant of TFIIH (μM-1.s-1)

[T] Free concentration of TFIIH (μM)

α Catalytic rate constant of partial unwinding of the DNA (s-1)

General notations

[X] Free concentration of protein X

kon
x On-rate constant of protein X (μM-1.s-1)

koff
x Off-rate constant of protein X (s-1)

ζ Catalytic rate constant of enzymatic reaction ζ (s-1)

Specific notations (4-5)

τ Characteristic time to fill a repair intermediate box (s)

y0 Lesion concentration at time-point t (μM)

t Time (s)

Table 2. Description for terms in equations. This table defines the terms in differential

equations (1) through (5).



assembly states on D+ and naked fully unwound DNA.

Box IV: Dual incision

Dual incision of fully unwound DNA (Box III) requires the endonucleases XPG and

ERCC1-XPF and dual incision is stimulated by TFIIH, XPA, RPA and possibly XPC

(Evans et al., 1997b; Winkler et al., 2001). In the model, incision is carried out when

D+-TFIIH-RPA-XPG-XPA-ERCC1/XPF or D+-XPC-TFIIH-RPA-XPG-XPA-ERCC1

/XPF is formed. Incised DNA (Din; Box IV) is a substrate for reversible binding of all

pre-incision proteins. In addition, PCNA can bind reversible to Din since binding of

PCNA requires a free 3’-OH group, which is generated by the ERCC1-XPF incision.

In the model, 95 different protein complexes can be assembled in Box IV.

Box V: Repair synthesis

Repair synthesis (Dsynth; Box V) is carried out after Dsynth-XPA-RPA-PCNA is

assembled (reaction γ1). We assume that XPA is bound during repair synthesis or binds

to repair intermediates after repair synthesis, since the dissociation kinetics of XPA is

severely affected by inhibition of repair synthesis (i.e. step γ in the model). In contrast,

this treatment has no effect on the other pre-incision proteins (Fig 3). This assumption

is also supported by ChIP experiments with antibodies against the late NER factor

XRCC1-Lig III, which pulled down RPA and XPA, but not XPC and TFIIH (Moser et

al., 2007). Requirement of RPAand PCNA to perform repair synthesis has been shown

previously (Shivji et al., 1995). Repair factors RPA, XPA and PCNA bind reversibly

and independently to re-synthesized DNA (Dsynth; box V). Box V contains 8 assembly

states: up to 7 different protein complexes and Dsynth devoid of proteins.

Box VI: completion of the repair process

Progression to a chromatinized repair intermediate (Dchrom) via enzymatic reaction δ

occurs when Dsynth-RPA-PCNA is formed. In the model, RPA and PCNA bind

reversibly to the Dchrom, while all other NER proteins have no affinity for this repair

intermediate. In agreement, levels of bound EGFP-PCNA, EGFP-RPAand EGFP-RFC

(Gourdin and Vermeulen, unpublished) are high up to at least 4 hrs after UV irradiation.

At that time other repair proteins are no longer bound.

Kinetic model
The complete model consists of 214 coupled differential equations, which describe the

concentration of the different assembly states in time (207 equations) as well as the

time-dependent changes in the concentration of repair factors (7 equations). By lack of

experimental evidence, we do not assume cooperative binding. Repair proteins have a

single kon and koff for each repair intermediate. However, we assume that XPC, TFIIH,

XPG, XPA and ERCC1/XFF have the same kon and koff for partially (D*) and fully

unwound DNA (D+). Likewise, we assume the same kon and koff values for RPA
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binding to fully unwound (D+) and incised DNA (Din) since both these repair inter

mediates contain single-stranded DNA. The initial lesions concentration is 60.000

6-4 PPs based on previously described estimates (Fig 1D).

Quantitative parameters of the model

We fitted the model (Fig 4) to the measured in vivo binding kinetics and dissociation

kinetics of repair proteins XPC, XPG, XPA, RPA, PCNA and previously measured

kinetics on TFIIH and ERCC1-XPF (Hoogstraten et al., 2002; Moné et al., 2004).

Concurrently, the model was fitted to dissociation kinetics of XPC in NER-deficient

cells, as well as to dissociation kinetics of PCNA, RPA and XPA in the presence of

repair-synthesis inhibitors. Protein concentrations (all in the range of 0.3-1.4 µM) were

taken from the literature (Araujo et al., 2001) or estimated (table 3). Changes in free

protein concentration in time due to transient binding to repair intermediates were

included in the model. It should be noted that the measured in vivo binding and

dissociation kinetics of individual NER factors is the result of an ensemble of different

association rate constants ( kon) and dissociation rate constants ( koff), since repair

proteins not necessarily bind different repair intermediates with the same affinity. For

example, the affinity of RPA is higher for fully unwound DNA compared to partially

unwound DNA (Blackwell and Borowiec, 1994). Using the mathematical model is it

possible to untangle the complex interactions between the different reactions and derive

kon and koff values for individual NER factors for each repair intermediate, and estimate

the kcat of the enzymatic reactions that occurs throughout the enzymatic process (Table

3). Hence, modelling of the in vivo measurements on NER protein dynamics allows

one to derive key biochemical parameters that cannot be measured directly in vivo.

Simulation of the NER process and comparison to experimental data

Acritical test of the model is whether it can reproduce the in vivo kinetics of NER. The

model faithfully reproduces the binding kinetics of NER factors over a period of 5 hrs

in addition to the relatively fast dissociation kinetics of all repair factors (Fig 5A, B,

C). Moreover, it predicts the long-term binding behaviour of TFIIH and ERCC1-XPF

during the repair course (Fig 5A). The in vivo data could not be fitted with a scheme

in which NER factors assemble in a strict sequentially fashion and dissociate

simultaneously, as suggested previously (Politi et al., 2005). Although the measured

binding rates could be reproduced partially with such scheme, the predicted

dissociation kinetics of repair factors was quite different from the measured values. If

binding would be strict sequential, XPC was predicted to dissociate with a t1/2 > 10 min

while the ERCC1-XPF dissociation t1/2 would be < 1s (data not shown). The random

and reversible assembly of repair factors on various repair intermediates explains the

measured in vivo kinetics of the NER factors much better.
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Enzymatic rates during NER

Fitting the model to the recruitment and dissociation kinetics of all repair proteins

yielded binding rate constants (kon) and dissociation rate constants (koff) for all NER

factors. It also allowed estimation of catalytic rate constants ( kcat) for the enzymatic

reactions (table 3). The fits for the catalytic rates are in the expected range for such

enzymatic reactions and slower enzymatic rates could not reproduce the experimental

data. Characteristic times for the enzymatic steps (calculated as 1/ kcat) show that the

partial (α) and full unwinding (α’) of DNAeach take 9 s and 2 s, respectively, whereas

dual incision (β) is faster (0.6 s, see table 3 for kcat values). In agreement, a viral

helicase has previously been shown to unwind short DNAduplexes with a kcat similar

to our fitted value (Porter et al., 1998). Re-annealing of partially (ε1) or fully unwound

(ε2) DNA is fast and takes 0.1 s and 0.3 s, respectively. The re-synthesis of the DNA

(γ) takes about 30 s (Fig 4) and the final enzymatic step in the model representing
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Fig 5. Modelling the kinetics of NER proteins based on experimental data.A) Binding kinetics of various

GFP-tagged NER proteins (indicated by diamonds) and fitted curves by the mathematical model (lines)

to the data. The curves are plotted in proteins bound in the locally damaged area in μM, based on the

concentrations of NER proteins given in table 3. B) Dissociation kinetics of various GFP-tagged NER

proteins (diamonds) together with fitted curves by the model (lines). C) Data (diamond) and fitted curves

(lines) of FLIP experiments in the absence or presence of HU and AracC, and of XPC-mVenus in

wild-type and XPF-deficient cells.



chromatin restoration (δ) takes ~80 s. Thus, the enzymatic reactions during NER (given

by the sum of 1/kcat values), including unwinding, dual incision, repair synthesis and

chromatin restoration take about 2 min to complete.

Affinity of NER proteins for repair intermediates

In addition to catalytic rates, kon and koff values for binding and dissociation of NER

proteins (given in table 3) allowed us to calculate the affinity (calculated as Kd =

koff/kon) of repair proteins for each repair intermediate. The Kd values (nM to µM

range; see Fig 6B and table 3) are all in the excepted range (ref) for chromatin-

associated proteins. From these calculations, it follows that XPG, TFIIH and

ERCC1/XPF bind with high affinity to unwound DNA, but have at least one order of

magnitude lower affinity for incised DNA. Thus, these proteins loose their affinity

after dual incision. In contrast, the affinity of RPA to incised DNA is increased and the

affinity of XPA is only moderately decreased, which explains why the bound levels of

these proteins remain high for extended periods of time.

Time-dependent changes in concentration of repair intermediates

The change in concentration of the different repair intermediates as a function of time

can be calculated from the model (Fig 6A). It is given by the sum of the concentrations

of all protein assembly states on a given repair intermediate. For example, the amount

of Ddam at any time-point is given by [Ddam] + [ Ddam C] + [ Ddam CT]. Under the given

experimental conditions of concentration of lesions and of NER proteins, half of the

damaged sites (Ddam) are converted to unwound DNAwithin ~30 min as predicted by

the model (Fig. 6A). The rate of lesion removal is predicted by the model based on

primary biochemical parameters derived from the association and dissociation kinetics

of repair factors measured in vivo. Direct in vivo measurements of the rate at which

6-4 PPs are removed gave very similar values (Moser et al., 2005; van Hoffen et al.,

1995). This independent experimental result supports our model and indicates that the

obtained parameters are realistic. The model predicts that partially unwound DNAand

especially fully unwound DNAnever reach high levels, since the enzymatic reactions

to unwind and incise (i.e. kcat of α, α’ and β) are relatively fast. It should be noted that

kcat values provide information on how fast enzymatic reactions are carried out once

a catalytically active protein complex is assembled. The kcat values do not reflect the

time it takes to assemble such an active complex. Amaximal amount of incised DNA

(Din) accumulates around 1 hour after UV irradiation. After that, the levels of Din

gradually decrease over a period of 5 hrs (Fig 6A).
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Aquantitative measure for the rate at which a given repair intermediate is produced is

the characteristic time (τ), which indicates when half of the initial lesion concentration

is converted to a given repair intermediate. For example, the characteristic time (τ) for

Din is given by (see also table 2 for notations):

The standard deviation (σ) for τ is given by:

From equation (4) and (5) it follows that the characteristic time (τ) for incised DNA is

40 ± 37 min. To determine τ, the enzymatic reaction to the next repair intermediate is

blocked. For example, when both γ reactions are set to zero, half of the original amount

of damages (Ddam) is converted to Din in 40 ± 37 min. This indicates that there is a

high variation from lesion to lesion in the time it takes to be incised. Some lesions are

incised within minutes after UV irradiation while others take up to 1 hour to be incised.

It should be noted that τ reflects the time it takes to assemble a catalytically active

complex and the time to carry out the enzymatic reactions, which is discussed in more

detail in the next section. At present, it is not possible to obtain reliable τ values for D*

and D+, because the re-annealing (ε) reactions of unwound DNA back to Ddam do not

allow this calculation. It follows from equation (4) and (5), in which [Din] is substituted

for [Dsynth] and [Dchrom], that τ for Dsynth and Dchrom is 2.5 ± 2.1 and 3.0 ± 2.0 hours,

respectively. This shows that it takes a considerable time to re-chromatinize DNA that

has been repaired as predicted by the kinetic model. In agreement with these values,

DNA repair synthesis (reflecting Dsynth) still occurs 5 to 6 hours after UV irradiation

(Rubbi and Milner, 2001; Vincent et al., 2001). Moreover, incorporation of histone H3

at sites of repair (reflecting Dchrom) and binding of CAF1 occurs up to 6 hours after

DNA damage induction and possibly longer (Polo et al., 2006). Additionally, results

indicate that there is a high degree of variation between lesions in the time it takes to

be converted to the Dsynth and Dchrom repair intermediate. The τ values reported here for

Din, Dsynth and Dchrom are independent of the concentration of lesions. Hence, these

values reflect an intrinsic property of the NER system.

Repair complex assembly on repair intermediates is slow

Deriving key parameters from the experimental data, such as catalytic rates and

changes in repair intermediate concentration in time, allows us to gain detailed insight

into the molecular mechanism of NER in vivo. For example, it follows from the model
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that the enzymatic steps to produce incised DNA (Din, given by the sum of α, α’ and

β) take only ~12 s. On the other hand, the characteristic time (τ) to produce Din is

roughly 40 min, which means that half of the damages are incised in the first 40 min

following irradiation. Therefore, to produce Din, less than 1% of the time is spent on

the enzymatic reactions and more than 99% of the time is spent on the assembly of a

catalytically active protein complex. All pre-incision repair factors continuously bind

to and dissociated from to the complex characterized by fully unwound DNA.

Therefore, a complex that contains all proteins and is competent to perform dual

incision is formed only at low probability. The majority of complexes that are

assembled are not competent to carry out dual incision and require additional
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Fig 6. Concentration of repair intermediates and affinity of NER proteins derived from the model solutions.

A) Model prediction of the concentration of repair intermediates (expressed in μM) in time derived from

fitting the model to the data shown in Fig 5. B) Affinity of repair factors for different repair intermediates

(measured as Kd in μM), derived from fitted on-rates constants and off-rate constants, calculated as

Kd=koff/kon.



association/dissociation events. This indicates that the fast exchange of NER factors

between the bound and freely diffusing state does not necessarily reflect involvement

in DNA repair, but rather reflects dissociation and re-binding events that occasionally

result in the assembly of a catalytically active complex. Similarly, the enzymatic steps

to produce Dsynth take less than 1 min, while τ for this repair intermediate is roughly

2.5 hours. Hence, less than 1% of the time is spent on enzymatic reactions, whereas by

far most time (>99%) is spent on assembly of complexes that are capable of performing

repair synthesis. The overall repair process is kinetically driven by six in practice

irreversible reactions. Such mechanism, known as kinetic proofreading (Hopfield,
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Table 3. Kinetic parameter and calculations derived frommodel solutions. The nuclear amounts of NER fac-

tors XPC, XPA and XPG is based on published data (Araujo et al., 2001), while RPA and PCNA amounts

were estimated at 250,000 molecules per cell, and TFIIH and ERCC1-XPF were estimated at 65,000 and

50,000 molecules per cell, respectively, based on previous estimates (Houtsmuller et al., 1999; Moné et al.,

2004). The nuclear concentrations are calculated assuming a nuclear volume of 0.3 pL. Using the model, the

association and dissociation rate constants for NER factors for each repair intermediate are estimated by

fitting to the experimental data. Subsequently, Kd values are calculated by Kd = koff/kon. Catalytic rate

constants (Kcat) are derived from fitting the model to the data, and characteristic times for enzymatic reactions

are given by 1/kcat. The time to produce repair intermediates (τ), as calculated using equations (4) and (5),

is also listed. For a description of abbreviations see table 1.



1974; Reardon and Sancar, 2004), confers high specificity to the repair process in

which substrate specificity is not present at the level of the individual repair factors,

which have only limited substrate specificity. Consequently, the seemingly slow repair

complex assembly is an efficient quality control tool (Kanaar et al., 2008).

Discussion

In this study, we have systematically determined kinetic parameters of seven NER

factors in the nuclei of living cells. Results have been integrated in a comprehensive,

quantitative and predictive model, which describes the kinetics of DNA repair in ters

of the cooperative action of seven repair proteins and involves six enzymatic steps.

We currently do not include the activity of UV-DDB or chromatin remodelling prior

to NER in the model since it is not understood how these processes influence the

kinetics of NER. Clearly, NER is more complex than the mechanism that we propose

in this study. Additional steps include, amongst others, recruitment of RFC, DNA

polymerase δ or ε, XRCC1-LigIII and CAF1 to restore the chromatin structure, and

chromatin remodelling such as NER-specific H2Aubiquitylation (Bergink et al., 2006;

Green and Almouzni, 2003; Moser et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the combined approach

of live-cell imaging and kinetic modelling allows us to unravel general characteristics

of the NER process overall. This approach provides novel and mechanistic insight into

DNA repair complex assembly and functioning, which will be disused in more detail

below.

No stepwise directional assembly of repair complexes

It is the often-held view that assembly of the repair complex is sequential. In other

words, there is a strict order in which repair factors assembly into repair-competent

complexes at the site of DNA damage from freely diffusion constituents (Riedl et al.,

2003; Volker et al., 2001). Mathematical modelling of NER reveals that directional

sequential assembly would result in pre-incision factor dissociation kinetics that are

very different than observed experimentally. For instance, modelling shows that XPC

dissociation kinetics would be much slower (>800s) while ERCC1-XPF would

dissociate rapidly (<1s) if protein assembly is strict sequential (assuming reversible

binding) (data not shown). The rationale is that XPC will be the first protein to bind to

a lesion and it will remain bound, while subsequent proteins are incorporated into the

nascent repair complex. Since this involves more than six repair factors it may take a

considerable time to assembly a fully functional repair complex, containing all proteins

at the same time. Hence, the dissociation kinetics of XPC would be much longer than

that of a later protein (e.g. ERCC1-XPF) that binds to the nascent NER complex.

However, in vivo measurements indicate that XPC and ERCC1-XPF bind for 25s and

50s, respectively, arguing against stepwise sequential assembly until a repair complex

is fully assembled. Accordingly, in vivo measurement of GFP-RPA show that this
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protein exchanges rapidly (t1/2 of 20s) at sites of damage with a similar rate as the

damage-recognition protein XPC. However, RPA is a pre-incision as well as a DNA-

synthesis factor. If RPAwould associate with pre-incision complexes and would remain

associated during the DNAsynthesis step in NER, it would be bound much longer that

observed experimentally. Evidently, numerous RPA dissociation/association events

occur while repair is in progress, arguing against stepwise directional assembly of

repair complexes.Adirect consequence of strict sequential assembly and simultaneous

release is that the amount of a repair factor that is recruited earlier in the chain is higher

than a factor that is recruited later in the chain (Politi et al., 2005). In vivo

measurements indicate that the level of bound XPG, XPA and RPA is considerably

higher than the amount of XPC that is bound during repair. This behaviour is faithfully

reproduced by our model, which is based on random assembly of repair factors.

Moreover, we show that XPA exchanges with repair sites when XPC is not longer

bound. This would not be possible in a strict sequential assembly mechanism in which

XPAbinding is only possible after XPC binding. However, the binding of two proteins

to repair complexes is sequential. Binding of TFIIH only occurs after binding of XPC

to damaged DNA. Subsequently, TFIIH binds other repair proteins independent of

XPC. Similarly, ERCC1-XPF only associates with complexes containing XPA. These

sequential steps have been included in the model. These data strongly indicate that

NER complex assembly is not strictly sequential.

Stochastic assembly of NER complexes and irreversible enzymatic reactions drive

the repair process to completion

Rather than sequential assembly, many aspects of the kinetics of NER can be faithfully

reproduced if repair complex formation is assumed to be stochastic, in other words if

repair factors assemble randomly on repair intermediates. Such an assembly

mechanism results in the formation of many possible protein complexes on repair

intermediates. For instance, 47 different assembly states are possible, each containing

one or more of the following components: XPC, TFIIH, XPG, XPA, RPAand ERCC1-

XPF on partially and fully unwound DNA (see Fig 4). Modelling reveals that repair

factors only occasionally form a catalytically active complex capable of performing a

specific enzymatic reaction, such as unwinding or incising the DNA. Progress made

by assembly of the correct, i.e. functional, protein complex on a repair intermediate is

fixed by irreversible enzymatic reactions. These irreversible reactions ensure that repair

is directional and drive the whole repair process to completion. Thus, there is a

directional formation of repair intermediates that are formed in a strict order, but the

assembly of protein complexes on these different intermediates is stochastic. Stochastic

assembly has been suggested previously for NER complexes (Kesseler et al., 2007;

Reardon and Sancar, 2003) in agreement with our model. In previous models, based

on in vitro measurements on CPD repair, RPA, XPA and XPC were suggested to bind

randomly to DNA lesions. It is likely that such a mechanism is employed for the
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recognition of CPDs (Reardon and Sancar, 2003), which are poorly recognized by

XPC and require UV-DDB for efficient removal (Tang et al., 2000). The in vivo

measurements in the present study mainly reflect assembly of repair complexes on

6-4 PPs.We therefore do not consider CPD repair in our model. Recognition of 6-4 PPs

during GGR in vivo is carried out strictly by XPC (Sugasawa et al., 1998; Volker et al.,

2001). In agreement, both XPAand RPAdo not bind to sites of repair in cells deficient

for XPC, showing that their binding is strictly dependent on XPC (Rademakers et al.,

2003; Volker et al., 2001). Clearly, RPA and XPA bind independently of XPC during

transcription-coupled repair (TCR), but since the latter repair pathway contributes less

than 1% to the total NER activity in cells this can only be detected using ChIP (Fousteri

et al., 2006; Jiang and Sancar, 2006). Once XPC binds to a 6-4PP and recruits TFIIH,

this results in partial unwinding of the DNA. In our model, all pre-incision factors then

assembly at random on this partially unwound repair intermediate. The exception is

ERCC1-XPF, which only binds complexes already containing XPA (Volker et al.,

2001).

Assembly and functioning of multi-protein complexes is inherently slow and needs

kinetic proofreading to proceed

Essentially all processes that control the functioning of our genome are each carried out

by tens of proteins that have to come together to exert their function. Examples are

transcription initiation complexes, replication machines and DNA repair mechanisms.

Mathematical modelling of NER suggests that protein complex assembly on repair

intermediates is a time consuming process, which is an inherent property of multi-

protein complexes. Our results reveal that about 99% of the repair time is spent on the

assembly of catalytically active repair complexes while ~1% of the repair time is used

to perform enzymatic reactions. For instance, roughly half of the DNA lesions are

incised within 40 min after UV irradiation, while the unwinding (α and α’) and dual

incision (β) reactions that take place to produce incised DNA take about 12 s (Table 3).

Similarly, complex assembly on other repair intermediates is also highly time-

consuming. Such slow complex assembly suggest a kinetic proofreading mechanism

(Hopfield, 1974; Reardon and Sancar, 2004) for NER in vivo, which confers high

specificity to the repair process even though this specificity is not present at the level

of the individual repair factors. Specific and non-specific binding events often do not

display too different binding kinetics and specificity of proteins is often determined by

differences in koff (i.e. slower dissociation of specifically bound proteins), while kon
is often the same for specific and non-specific association (Hopfield, 1974). Due to this

non-specific binding, it is useful to split a complex process up in different steps, which

are often separated by irreversible (enzymatic) reactions. Such a mechanism, known

as kinetic proofreading, increases the specificity with which biochemical reactions

take place above the level of available free energy difference between “correct” and

“incorrect” substrates (Hopfield, 1974). NER naturally fits this concept since the
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affinity of lesion-recognition protein XPC is rather low, while the NER system as a

whole removes lesions with high substrate specificity. The reduction of errors is

achieved by the ability to “reject” false substrates and it allows a system to cope with

the binding of non-specific proteins. Hence, the continuous building up and tearing

down of repair complexes that only occasionally result in enzymatic activities can then

be envisaged as quality control (Kanaar et al., 2008). Previous in vivo measurements

on components of the RNA pol I and RNA pol II transcription machinery in

mammalian cells revealed that also the onset of transcription is an unlikely event

(Darzacq et al., 2007; Dundr et al., 2002). Mathematical modelling of mRNA and

rRNA transcription suggested that about 1% of the RNA pol I and II binding events

resulted in elongation and the formation of RNA. Consequently, more than 99% of the

binding events on promoters are non-productive (Darzacq et al., 2007; Dundr et al.,

2002). Together with our results, this indicates that complex assembly of the major

chromatin-associated processes is highly time-consuming.We propose that this reflects

quality control by kinetic proofreading, which confers high specificity to the entire

process even though this degree of specificity is absent at the level of the individual

components. The overall repair reaction is then kinetically driven by in practice

irreversible enzymatic steps, which are essential to complete repair. Without such

irreversible steps repair would be exceedeingly slow, since assembly of the large

multi-protein complex that is able to carry out all enzymatic reactions during NER

would have a low probability.

Experimental approaches to test model prediction

Our combined approach of in vivo measurements at the single cell level and

mathematical modelling provides detailed insight into the complex choreography of

repair proteins in the nuclei of living cells. Critical predicted parameters identified by

the model are, amongst others, the long time that is spent on complex assembly and the

time-dependent changes in repair intermediate concentration. These parameters can

be tested experimentally by lowering the rates of enzymatic reactions, perhaps by using

specific drugs. The model predicts that lower rates for relatively fast enzymatic

reactions, such as for example dual incision, should have little effect on the repair

efficiency. The rationale behind this is that assembly of a complex capable to perform

dual incision is much more time-consuming than the time it takes to perform dual

incision itself. Model and experimental results imply that XPA has affinity for re-

synthesized DNA. It may be that XPAhas an additional function after repair gap filling

besides its function in lesion verification before dual incision. Consequently, its affinity

to repair intermediates beyond repair synthesis is mediated by protein-protein

interactions, rather than binding to DNA itself. Interestingly, the model predicts that

RPAand PCNAbind to a repair intermediate for which the other NER factors examined

in this study have no affinity. The concentration of this repair intermediate reaches a

plateau about 4 hrs after UV exposure and levels of bound RPA and PCNA stay high
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for at least 8 hrs following UV irradiation. It is at present unclear what the precise

nature of the repair intermediate is to which RPA and PCNA bind at these late time-

points. Experiments triggered by the model are to perform ChIP experiments around

4-5 hours following UV irradiation using antibodies against RPA and PCNA to study

the nature of the substrate to which these proteins bind. In addition, the model may be

extended by studying chromatin-remodelling steps prior to UV as well as study in

detail the kinetics of XRCC1-Lig IIII and DNApol δ to gain further insight into DNA

synthesis during NER as well as kinetics of CAF1 to unravel the kinetics of chromatin

restoration following NER. Results of these model-driven experiments will help to

obtain comprehensive understanding of a complex chromatin-associated process in

full.

Materials and Methods

DNA constructs. The XPC cDNAwas ligated in-frame with mVenus resulting in XPC-mVenus, which was

transiently transfected in several NERmutant cell lines using lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Breda, the Ne-

therlands) according to the manufacturer's instructions. RPA70 cDNA (Henricksen et al., 1994) was cloned

in frame with EGFP in pEGFP-N1 (Clontech Laboratories, California, USA) and stably expressed in SV40

transformed MRC5 human fibroblasts.

Cell lines. Cell lines used in this study were human fibroblasts XPC deficient XP4PA-SV expressing XPC-

EGFP (Politi et al., 2005), XPA deficient XP2OS-SV expressing EGFP-XPA (Rademakers et al., 2003),

MRC5-SV expressing RPA70-EGFP (Gourdin and Vermeulen. Unpublished), Chinese hamster ovary cells:

UV135 expressing XPG-EGFP (Zotter et al., 2006), 43-3B expressing ERCC1-GFP (Houtsmuller et al.,

1999), CHO9 expressing EGFP-PCNA (Essers et al., 2005) and CHO K1. The expression level of all GFP-

tagged repair proteins is comparable to the level of endogenous proteins as shown by western blot analysis

(Essers et al., 2005; Hoogstraten et al., 2002; Hoogstraten et al., 2003; Houtsmuller et al., 1999; Rademakers

et al., 2003; Zotter et al., 2006). Immunoblot analysis of MRC5 RPA70-EGFP cells with anti-RPA70 anti-

bodies (B-6:sc-28304, mouse monoclonal 1:1000; Santa Cruz, California, USA) showed that endogenous

RPA70 and RPA70-EGFPwere expressed at similar levels. Hybridization with anti-GFP antibodies revealed

that there was no breakdown product detectable, indicating that all the measured fluorescence in the cells is

derived from the full-length protein (Gourdin and Vermeulen. Unpublished results). The following NER

mutant cell lines were used: human XP-B (XPCS2BA-SV; Vermeulen et al., 1994), XP-A (XP12RO-SV;

Satokata et al., 1992), XP-F (XP2YO-SV;Yagi et al., 1991) and CHOXP-B/ERCC3 (27.1; Hall et al., 2005),

XP-G/ERCC5 (UV135 ;MacInnes et al., 1993) and ERCC1 (43-3B; van Duin et al., 1986). All cell lines ex-

pressing GFP-tagged NER proteins were cultured in a 1:1 mixture of DMEM/Ham’s F10 medium.All media

contained glutamine (Gibco, Breda, The Netherlands) supplemented with antibiotics and 10% FCS and all

cells were cultured at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2.

Microscopic analysis. Binding kinetics were measured on a Zeiss Axiovert 200M wide field fluorescence

microscope, equipped with a 100x Plan-Apochromat (1.4 NA) oil immersion lens (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Ger-

many) and a Cairn XenonArc lamp with monochromator (Cairn research, Kent, U.K.). Images were recorded

with a cooled CCD camera (Coolsnap HQ, Roper Scientific, USA). FLIP experiments were performed on

Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope, equipped with a 63x Plan-A (1.4 NA) oil immersion lens (Zeiss, Ober-

kochen, Germany) and a 60 mWArgon laser (488 and 514 nm). Both microscopes were equipped with an

objective heater and cells were examined in microscopy medium (137 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 1,8 mM

CaCl2, 0.8 mM MgSO4, 20 mM D-glucose and 20 mM HEPES) at 37°C or 27°C.

UV irradiation. For all experiments, cells were irradiated with a UV source containing four UV lamps (Phi-

lips TUV 9W PL-S) above the microscope stage. The UV dose rate was measured to be 3 W.m-2 at 254 nm.

For induction of local UV-damage, cells were UV irradiated through a polycarbonate mask (Millipore Bil-
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lerica, Massachusetts, USA) with pores of 5 μm and subsequently irradiated for 39 seconds (100 J.m-2)

(Luijsterburg et al., 2007; Moné et al., 2004).

Binding kinetics. Cells were grown in glass bottom dishes (MatTek,Ashland, Massachusetts, USA) and lo-

cally UV-irradiated as described by van Driel and co-workers (Luijsterburg et al., 2007; Moné et al., 2004).

Individual cells were subsequently monitored for up to 6 hours.Accumulation of GFP-tagged repair proteins

after local irradiation was quantified with Object-Image software. Time courses were normalized with respect

to the plateau level. Start of the UV irradiation was defined as t=0. The bound fraction of GFP-tagged NER

proteins in the local damage was calculated by: Bound (%) = (Ispot-Ioutspot)* pixelsspot / (Inucleus-Ibackground)* pixels
nucleus, where Ispot and Ioutspot are the average pixel intensities inside the damaged spot and outside the spot, res-

pectively. Inucleus is the average pixel intensity of the nucleus, including the spot and Ibackground is the average

pixel intensity outside the cell

Fluorescence Loss in Photobleaching (FLIP). FLIP analysis was performed by continuously bleaching a

third of a locally UV-irradiated nucleus as previously described (Hoogstraten et al., 2002; Luijsterburg et al.,

2007). Fluorescence in the locally damaged area was monitored with low laser intensity. All values were

background corrected. To determine the exchange rate in the presence of repair synthesis inhibitors, cells

were first locally irradiated. One hour following irradiation, cells were treated with 100 mM hydroxyurea

(HU) and 10 µM cytosine-β-arabinofuranoside (AraC) for 30 minutes. FLIP was subsequently performed

in the presence of HU and AraC.
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